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Description

Th H Li k id i lThe HomeLink system provides a convenient way to replace
built-in component. This innovative feature learns the radio f
controls used to activate garage doors, property gates, secu

For more information on HomeLink and/or HomeLink compa
Hotline 008000 466 354 65 or +49 6838 907-277 (subject 
HomeLink  Website www.eurohomelink.com

Precautions

When programming the HomeLink syst
make sure that people and objects are 
harm or damage, in particular injuries d

Retain the original remote control for fu
vehicle purchase). It is also suggested 
programmed HomeLink buttons should
(please refer to Erasing Programmed H

Integration of HomeLink 

!

g

The HomeLink control panel and the HomeLink 
transmitter unit are seamlessly integrated into the
vehicle‘s interior. 

In almost all Mercedes-Benz vehicles, HomeLink
is integrated into the rear view mirror (fig. 1). 

However, in the SLK Class, HomeLink 
is located in the overhead console. 

HomeLink can only be operated or programmed 
from inside the car and only the vehicle user has 
access to HomeLink functions and codes.

Programming in less than 60 seconds - the 
self-learning system recognises the original 
hand-held transmitter‘s code. For example, 
HomeLink controls garage doors and property
gates at the touch of a button. 
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frequency codes of most current remote
urity systems, and home or office lighting. 

atible products, call our toll-free HomeLink
to phone charges) or refer to the 

tem to a gate or garage door opener, 
out of the way to prevent potential 

due to trapped limbs.

uture programming procedures (i.e. new
that upon the sale of the vehicle, the

d be erased for security purposes 
HomeLink Buttons ).
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Programming

When programming the HomeLink system the besWhen programming the HomeLink system the bes
are inserted into the remote control for the garage

HomeLink can be programmed in just one minute, after whic
Garage doors and property gates can be opened at the touc

Please follow the safety instructions and apply the handbrak
engine!

!

1. Press and hold the two outside buttons I and 
III (fig. 2) - releasing only when the diode begins to 
flash after approximately 20 seconds.  

Note: This procedure erases the factory-set 
default codes and does not have to be followed 
to program the other HomeLink buttons.

2. Hold the original remote control of the device you 
wish to train at a distance of 5-20 cm away 
from the HomeLink transmitter unit keeping the 
diode in view all the time. 

The distance between the remote control and theThe distance between the remote control and the 
HomeLink transmitter unit depends on the system 
being programmed. You may require several 
attempts at different distances. Maintain each 
setting position for at least 15 seconds before 
trying out another.

3 Using both hands simultaneously push the3. Using both hands, simultaneously push the
remote control button and the desired 
HomeLink button (fig. 3). 

Do not release the buttons until step 4 
has been completed.

4 The HomeLink diode will flash first slowly4.      The HomeLink diode will flash, first slowly 
and then rapidly. When the diode flashes 
rapidly, release both buttons. 

The rapid flashing light indicates successful 
programming of the new frequency signal.

To program the remaining two buttons, follow steps 2 to 4.
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Operating HomeLink

The vehicle should be within the operating range of the gate
should be switched on. The HomeLink system operates the 
device) in exactly the same way as the original remote contr

When you have programmed the HomeLink  
system, press the appropriate button I, II, or 
III on the control panel to activate the gate or 
garage door opener (fig. 4). 

The diode will light up when you press the 
button on the control panel.

For convenience, the original remote control 
of the device may also be used at any time. 

In the case of a standard code, the HomeLink diodeIn the case of a standard code, the HomeLink diode 
is constantly illuminated throughout the transmission 
process. For use with compatible systems, no further action

If HomeLink now does not operate your sys
has a rolling code feature. You will find adv
Synchronisation!

Rolling Code Synchronisation

You need to check by going through the following steps whe
opener (or other device) is equipped with a rolling code feat

.   

opener (or other device) is equipped with a rolling code feat

Look in your gate or garage door opener manual fo

The remote control appears to program HomeLink b
opener.

Press and hold down the programmed HomeLink bPress and hold down the programmed HomeLink b

With a rolling code system, the HomeLink diode flas
constantly for two seconds. This pattern repeats itse

If HomeLink was programmed with a rolling code system, th
period it must be synchronised with this system again befor

Follow the instructions below for Rolling Code Synchronisat
with a second person to help). 
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shes quickly for a short time and then stays on 
elf for up to 20 seconds.
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re it will function properly. 

tion (the procedure will take less time



Rolling Code Synchronisation

Y hi l b i hi i f hYour vehicle must be within operating range of the gate or g
be switched on. Make sure you comply with the safety instru
rolling code.

1. Locate the training button (programming button) on th
unit. Exact location and colour of the button may vary 
(refer to the operating instructions of the gate or garag
remote controls”).

2. Press the training button (programming button) on the
unit (which will usually activate a “training” light). 

Note: Following step 2, there are typically 30 second

3. Firmly press and release the programmed HomeLink 
button a second time to complete the training processbutton a second time to complete the training process
require you to do this procedure a third time to comple

The gate or garage door opener should now recognise the H
HomeLink button is pressed.  

The remaining two buttons may now be programmed if this 
Please refer to Programming.

Reprogramming a Single HomeLink Button

If a HomeLink button has been programmed to activate a de
to operate a different device, proceed as follows. This proce
of the respective HomeLink button.

1. Press the appropriate HomeLink button
I, II, or III which you want to program 
and keep holding it for about 20 seconds 
until the diode starts flashing slowly (fig.5).
Do not release until step 4 has been 
completed.

2. When the diode begins to flash slowly (after 
approximately 20 seconds), hold the remote
control of the device you wish to train approx.
5-20 cm away from the HomeLink transmitter 
unit – keeping the diode in view.
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Reprogramming a Single HomeLink Button

The distance between the remote control and the HomeLink
You may require several attempts at different distances. Ma
trying out another.

3. Now activate (press) the remote control 
and keep it pressed (fig.6). a d eep t p essed ( g 6)

4. The HomeLink diode will flash, first slowly 
and then rapidly. When the diode begins to 
flash rapidly, release both buttons.  

The system previously programmed into HomeLink is 
now erased and the new system is ready for operationnow erased and the new system is ready for operation. 
This process has no effect on the other HomeLink buttons.

Erasing Programmed HomeLink Buttons

The HomeLink buttons can simply be reprogrammed individThe HomeLink buttons can simply be reprogrammed individ
To erase the existing programming from all three buttons, ca

1. Press and hold the two outside buttons I and III 
until the diode begins to flash after approximately
20 seconds (fig. 7).

2. Release both buttons.

The HomeLink system is now in setting mode (training 
mode) and can be reprogrammed at any time (see steps 
2 to 4 in the section Programming).

Note: As a security precaution we recommend that you eras
system before selling your vehicle.
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Technical Information for OEM Service

Di iDiagnostics

If, after carefully reading and following the above instruction
your original remote control, assistance is available via our t
Before you call, please make sure that you have the followin
reference. The Hotline operators will need this information to

Procedure for obtaining diagnostic information directly
(Note that these steps, carefully followed, will not erase you

1. To determine the Software Revision of your HomeLin
I or III, (but NOT both!) for about 100 seconds, at w
and turn completely off. Continue to press the butto
start flashing again. The number of flashes is equivalesta t as g aga e u be o as es s equ a e
HomeLink system. 

For example, seven flashes would mean Re

2. To determine the Region Code status of your HomeL
button II for about 100 seconds, until the diode exti
hold button II A few seconds later the diode will stahold button II. A few seconds later, the diode will sta
of flashes will indicate the Region that your HomeLink
to operate in.  For example:

One Flash = Rest of Eu
Two Flashes = France
Three Flashes = U.K.
Four Flashes = Italy

3. Additionally, the Hotline will request from you the follo
and the original transmitter you are trying to program:

A. Make and model of your vehicle, including y
of purchase;

B. Original remote control brand, model, age a

The Software Revision and Region Code status are especia
Please take a moment to gather the information outlined in t
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s, you still cannot successfully train your HomeLink to
toll-free Customer Service Hotline 008000 466 35465. 
ng HomeLink Diagnostic Information available for 
o assist you with any difficulties you may have.

y from your HomeLink : 
r programmed HomeLink channels).

nk press and continue to hold button 
which point the diode will stop flashing
on.  A few seconds later, the diode will
ent to the software version of  youre t to t e so t a e e s o o you

evision 7.0.

ink, press and continue to hold 
nguishes and remains off. Continue to
art flashing again The numberart flashing again. The number 
k system has been factory programmed

urope

owing information about your vehicle
:

year of manufacture and country 

and operating frequency, if known.

ally important for solving training issues. 
the above three steps before you call the Hotline.


